




The floor is one of the largest surfaces in your home. It is present in every room, 

and you can feel it under your feet. The life cycle of a good floor is measured 

in years, and the best floors in decades. We here at Timberwise produce single 

plank wooden floors which last from one generation to the next.

THE FOUNDATION 
OF GOOD LIFE



Timberwise is a family-owned company established in 1999 in Loimaa, Fin-

land. We produce wooden floors for people who value natural, safe and 

high-quality Finnish work. Our products are created by combining the best 

raw material in the world with Finnish carpentry and highly automated man-

ufacturing methods.

FINNISH 
TIMBERWISE



To us, Timberwise is much more than just a company. It is our life’s work, founded on our com-

mon values: Finnish wood processing expertise, sustainable development and safe products. 

Our values are seen and felt in thousands of homes every day.

OUR VALUES

MADE IN FINLAND

Our tightly-knit and natural relationship with wood as a construction material has made Finland a world 

leader and an international pioneer in wood processing. We are proud of the Finnish wood processing 

tradition, and we want to cultivate this shared legacy into the future. That’s why our products are made 

in Finland.

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

Our wooden floors are made of ecologically and ethically grown wood. We save natural resources by 

reusing and recycling our production by-products and waste. We favour carbon dioxide emission-free 

and renewable energy, and we produce part of our electricity with our own solar panels.   

PRODUCT SAFETY

We want to be certain that our products are safe for the whole family. We do not use raw materials that 

are harmful to people or animals. We are the world’s first parquet manufacturer to entirely give up the use 

of formaldehyde-containing adhesives in all products. That’s why our products are particularly suitable 

for families with children and people with allergies.



THE BEST WOOD
Our wooden floors are produced from 

high-quality European oak and ash 
as well as, e.g., Austrian larch.

AMAZING APPEARANCE
Timberwise selection is not only the most 
diverse, but also the most impressive.  

EASY TO INSTALL
Timberwise wooden floors are some of the 
easiest and fastest to install on the market.

SUITABLE FOR 
UNDERFLOOR HEATING
Our wooden floors can safely be installed 
on an underfloor heating system. 

MADE IN FINLAND
We are a Finnish family-owned company 

whose products are manufactured 
in Loimaa in Southwest Finland.

CLEAN AND SAFE  
INDOOR AIR
Our entire product selection is manufactured without 
harmful ingredients and formaldehyde-containing 
adhesives – as the first in the world.  

ECOLOGICAL AND ETHICAL
Our raw material is sourced from Europe in 

compliance with ethical values and always from 
PEFC and FSC-certified forests.

STABLE STRUCTURE
Our unique birch plywood 3-layer structure 
guarantees a floor, which is significantly sturdier, 
more even and durable.

LASTS AND LASTS
Our glued joints are designed to endure even the 

most extreme conditions.

A WOODEN FLOOR IS  
MEASURED BY ITS SURFACE
The diverse colour and surface treatments give 
your Timberwise wooden floor character and 
durability.

Timberwise is the world’s best wooden floor. It is manufactured from the highest quality raw materials in 

Loimaa, Finland. The result is a unique combination of Finnish expertise, style and safety. Quality that 

can be felt at every step – from one generation to the next.

10 GOOD REASONS 
TO CHOOSE TIMBERWISE



SPECIES DESCRIPTION AND APPEARANCE

There are approximately 200–300 different species of oak in the world. An oak 
grows to 30 metres in up to 300 years. Oak is a hard, heavy and strong, as well as 
fairly straight-grained wood. It is warm brown in colour. The sapwood and heart-
wood are clearly distinguishable. The heartwood colour darkens with age. The 
reflective patterns caused by the medullary rays are typical of oak’s appearance.
 

OAK AS A FLOORING MATERIAL

As a flooring material, oak is hard and durable and a safe choice for almost all 
kinds of interiors. Considering its weight, oak does not move much and is therefore 
a popular interior decoration material. Timberwise uses PEFC-certified European 
white oak.

OAK
Quercus robur

• Hard and wear-resistant wood species
•	 PEFC-certified	European	white	oak
•	 Brinell	hardness	2.9–4.1	HB

WOOD SPECIES 
AND GRADES

OAK SELECT

The Select grade is carefully selected, evenly 
coloured and almost knotless. The grade allows 
the filling of pin knots, the natural reflective pattern 
of oak, i.e., the pattern created by the medullary 
rays of the tree, and colour variation caused by 
the grain pattern.

OAK CLASSIC

Classic is a natural-looking grade in which the natural
grain pattern and colour variation of the wood are
clearly visible. The natural knottiness of the wood,
with a limited size and number of knots, is allowed
within the grade. The grade also allows small knot
groups, the so-called cat paws, as well as the filling
of knots and the natural reflective pattern of oak, i.e.,
the pattern created by the medullary rays of the tree. 

OAK VINTAGE

Vintage grade contains filled cracks and healthy
black knots of various sizes. The number of knots,-
filled knots, and filled cracks varies. Black fillings are
part of a genuine vintage look. NOTE! The colored 
surface treatment might change the outlook and 
the color of the filled area. Small depressions in the 
filled knots and cracks are also allowed. The grade 
is characterised by the natural colour variation of 
oak from light to dark. The general appearance of
the Vintage grade is impressive, rough, and rustic.



SPECIES DESCRIPTION AND APPEARANCE

Larch is a valued softwood species. The colour of its heartwood is reddish brown. 
The sapwood is light coloured. The timber is characterised by the strongly de-
veloped heartwood and summerwood parts. One of the central characteristics 
of this wood species is its better wear resistance compared with other softwood 
species. It is also more sensitive to variations in humidity and dryness than 
hardwood. The wood is very rot-resistant and resilient. 

LARCH AS A FLOORING MATERIAL

As a flooring material, larch is significantly harder than other softwood. Its tightly 
grained look and beautiful, reddish-brown colour are perfectly suited for many 
locations where a durable and distinctive flooring is desired. Larch flooring 
combines a sumptuous appearance with good wear resistance.

LARCH
Larix sibirica

• Strong colour variation and knottiness
• Brinell hardness 2.2–3.0 HB

SPECIES DESCRIPTION AND APPEARANCE

Ash is a hardwood deciduous tree which grows in humid areas of Europe, Cau-
casia and Asia Minor. The heartwood and sapwood are clearly distinguishable. 
The sapwood is thick and almost white. The heartwood is sharply distinguished 
as grey, brownish or olive-coloured. The wood is unevenly patterned with dif-
ferent tones, veined or striped, and this gives it a very decorative appearance. 
The wood is resilient, heavy and hard.

ASH AS A FLOORING MATERIAL

As a flooring material, ash is hard and durable. Different surface treatment op-
tions give ash character and make it a very trendy flooring material. In addition 
to residential rooms, ash is also excellently suited for use in public spaces where 
a bold and unique look is desired.

ASH SELECT

The Select grade is carefully selected, subdued and 
almost knotless with an evenly coloured general 
tone. For this harmonic grade, the natural colour 
variation caused by the grain pattern, as well as 
healthy light pit knots are allowed.

ASH CLASSIC

The Classic grade is a natural-looking grade in which 
the wood’s natural grain pattern, colour variation and 
small individual dark knots are clearly visible. The 
general colouring of Classic is slightly darker than 
Select. In the Classic grade fillings are allowed. 
 

ASH OLIVE

The Olive grade has been named after the dark 
heartwood, which is also called olive. The variation 
in appearance between different boards may be 
significant, and part of the boards may be without 
the dark heartwood. Knots, knot groups and filling 
of knots are also allowed for this grade.

ASH
Fraxinus excelsior

• Hard and wear-resistant wood species
• Brinell hardness 3.2–4.7 HB

NOTE! 

Larch is characterised by its knottiness and significant colour variations. The colour of larch naturally varies from a light yellowish to a reddish colour.

LARCH SELECT

The Select grade is carefully selected, calm and
generally even-colored and almost knot-free.
This harmonic grade is allowed to include natural
color variation caused by grain pattern as well
as healthy, light colored pin knots. Filled knots, as
well as oval patches are allowed within the grade.

LARCH NATURAL

The Natural grade is characterised by knottiness
and significant colour variations. The colour of larch
naturally varies from a light yellowish tone to a reddish
colour. Filled knots, as well as round knot patches
and oval patches are allowed within the grade.

 LARCH VINTAGE

In the Vintage grade wood’s natural grain pattern,
significant colour variations, and – in addition to natu-
ral knots – knots and cracks that are filled with black 
filler, as well as round knot patches and oval patches, 
are allowed for the grade. The colour varies naturally 
from a light yellowish tone to a reddish colour, and 
the rustic appearance of the grade evens out the var-
iation. NOTE! The colored surface treatment might 
change the outlook and the color of the filled area.



SURFACE TREATMENTS

LACQUERED

The silky lacquer treatment gives the floor more wear resistance than 
wax oil, so it is a particularly good choice for heavily used spaces, 
such as hallways, foyers, and kitchens. Our selection includes colour 
tones that are available both as matte lacquered and wax oiled. This 
allows combining floors with different wear resistance properties into 
a uniform, even-coloured whole. 

WAX OILED

Flooring treated with a vegetable-based oil is ready-to-install direct-
ly from the package. The UV-hardened surface is also ecological, 
breathable, and dirt and moisture resistant. In addition, it is easy to 
clean, maintain and repair. Since the surface is satin or matte-finished, 
it is not slippery. This makes the wax oiled surface particularly child 
and pet friendly.

TREATMENT OPTIONS AND 
SURFACE TREATMENTS

TREATMENTS

BRUSHED

The Timberwise wooden floors are brushed with special nylon brushes, 
that bring the grain pattern to the surface, making it wear-resistant and 
pleasant for the feet. The brushed surface is an excellent choice for 
families with pets and children, since scratch marks and wear do not 
show as easily on brushed surfaces as they do on sanded surfaces.

SANDED

Sanding is a traditional treatment that accentuates the wood’s natural 
appearance and hardness. The benefits of the sanded surface are its 
evenness and smoothness, but when treated with wax oil or natural 
oil, it also wears and scratches more easily. That’s why we recommend 
the sanded surface for less-used rooms.



Ash Select POLAR – brushed, matte lacquered

Oak Classic POLAR – brushed, matte lacquered

Only a small part of the floor is shown in the pictures. Note that wood is a natural material, due to which the tones and grain patterns always vary naturally. 
Due to printing technical reasons, the printed image does not fully correspond to the actual colour of the product.

POLAR

POLAR is a gorgeous opaque white tone that gives all interiors a fresh 

look. As a flooring, it is extremely stylish and easy to combine with both 

dark and light interiors. The brushed surface accentuates the grain 

pattern and is pleasant for the feet. The matte lacquering gives the 

floor a durable and beautiful satin surface.

Wood species: Oak, Ash

Grades: Select, Classic, Vintage, Olive 

Treatment: Brushed

Surface treatment: Matte lacquered



Ash Select ANTARCTIS – brushed, matte lacquered

Only a small part of the floor is shown in the pictures. Note that wood is a natural material, due to which the tones and grain patterns always 
vary naturally. Due to printing technical reasons, the printed image does not fully correspond to the actual colour of the product. Oak Classic ANTARCTIS – brushed, matte lacquered

ANTARCTIS ANTARCTIS is suited for many interior decoration styles. The light tone 

accentuates natural light, making the interior harmonic and balanced. 

The brushed and matte lacquered surface subtly brings out the wood’s 

natural tone and grain pattern, giving the floor a beautiful and durable 

satin surface.

Wood Species: Oak, Ash

Grades: Select, Classic, Vintage, Olive 

Treatment: Brushed

Surface treatment: Matte lacquered



SNOW WHITE
SNOW WHITE is a beautiful, transparent white wax oiled flooring. 

This harmonic tone enhances the impression of brightness and 

is suited for many interior styles. Due to the UV-hardened trans-

parent wax oil, the wood’s grain pattern shows beautifully on the 

white surface of the floor, making it durable and easy to maintain. 

Available for ash and larch, only as wax oiled.

Wood Species: Ash, Larch

Grades: Select, Classic, Olive, Natural, Vintage 

Treatments: Sanded, brushed for larch Surface 

treatment: Wax oiled

Only a small part of the floor is shown in the pictures. Note that wood is a natural material, due to which the tones and grain patterns always 
vary naturally. Due to printing technical reasons, the printed image does not fully correspond to the actual colour of the product. Ash Classic SNOW WHITE – sanded, wax oiled



COTTON
True to its name, COTTON is a white and cotton-like flooring, in 

which brushing plays a major role. The tone is suggestive of the 

old, beautifully antiqued wooden floors – a suitable foundation 

for both modern and traditional interior decoration styles.

Wood species: Larch 

Grade: Select, Natural, Vintage 

Treatment: Brushed 

Surface treatment: Wax oiled

Only a small part of the floor is shown in the pictures. Note that wood is a natural material, due to which the tones and grain patterns 
always vary naturally. Due to printing technical reasons, the printed image does not fully correspond to the actual colour of the product. Larch COTTON – brushed, wax oiled



WHITE WAX OILED

Subdued, serene, beautiful and classic are few of the words to describe our white wax oiled wooden floor. The trans-

parent wax oil allows the wood’s natural tone to show through while lightening it slightly. A white wax oiled flooring is 

a traditional surface treatment that suits several styles, and it’s very popular particularly in the Nordic countries. The 

UV-hardened wax oil treatment makes it durable and easy to maintain.

Wood species: Ash

Grades: Select, Classic, Olive

Treatment: Sanded

Surface treatment: Wax oiled

Ash Select – sanded, white wax oiled

Only a small part of the floor is shown in the pictures. Note that wood is a natural material, due to which the tones and grain patterns 
always vary naturally. Due to printing technical reasons, the printed image does not fully correspond to the actual colour of the product.

Ash Select – sanded, white wax oiled



Wood Species: Ash, Oak

Grades: Select, Classic, Vintage, Olive 

Treatment: Brushed, Sanded for ash 

Surface treatment: Matte lacquered

WHITE MATTE LACQUERED

White matte lacquering is one of the most traditional flooring treatments, 

and has been manufactured for decades. The surface treatment whitens 

the wood’s surface tone, while allowing the wood’s natural tone and grain 

pattern to show through.

Only a small part of the floor is shown in the pictures. Note that wood is a natural material, due to which the tones and grain patterns always 
vary naturally. Due to printing technical reasons, the printed image does not fully correspond to the actual colour of the product.

Ash Olive – sanded, white matte lacquered



Wood species: Oak

Grades: Select, Classic, Vintage 

Treatment: Brushed

Surface treatment: Wax oiled

WHITE CREAM

As the name suggests, WHITE CREAM is a warm and creamy tone with 

a white hue. It is a particularly good choice for classic interiors where 

a fresh, modern and bright appearance is desired.

Only a small part of the floor is shown in the pictures. Note that wood is a natural material, due to which the tones and grain patterns always 
vary naturally. Due to printing technical reasons, the printed image does not fully correspond to the actual colour of the product.



CREAM True to its name, CREAM has a creamy white tone. As a floor, it is classic, 

subdued, and stylish. Cream is an excellent choice for rooms where warm 

and soft tones are desired. The brushing of the surface brings out the wood’s 

grain pattern beautifully with subtle accentuation. 

Wood species: Oak

Grades: Select, Classic, Vintage 

Treatment: Brushed

Surface treatments: Wax oiled, Matte lacquered
Only a small part of the floor is shown in the pictures. Note that wood is a natural material, due to which the tones and grain patterns always 
vary naturally. Due to printing technical reasons, the printed image does not fully correspond to the actual colour of the product.



Only a small part of the floor is shown in the pictures. Note that wood is a natural material, due to which the tones and grain patterns 
always vary naturally. Due to printing technical reasons, the printed image does not fully correspond to the actual colour of the product.

ARCTIC
ARCTIC is a fairly light and slightly beige-coloured flooring, where the 

wood grains stand out lighter than the undertone. Arctic is an impres-

sive flooring with character. It feels pleasant on the feet and is suited 

for both light and dark interiors. The UV-hardened wax oil surface 

is durable and easy to maintain. Arctic is one of the first Timberwise 

treatment tones and still one of the most popular.

Wood species: Oak, Larch

Grades: Select, Classic, Vintage, Natural

Treatment: Brushed

Surface treatments: Wax oiled and Matte lacquered (Oak), Wax oiled (Larch)



Wood species: Oak

Grades: Select, Classic, Vintage 

Treatments: Brushed, Sanded

Surface treatments: Wax oiled, Matte lacquered
Only a small part of the floor is shown in the pictures. Note that wood is a natural material, due to which the tones and grain patterns always 
vary naturally. Due to printing technical reasons, the printed image does not fully correspond to the actual colour of the product.

SNÖHETTA SNÖHETTA has a very natural light tone, like a freshly planed oak 

plank. It is well suited for all kinds of interior decoration styles and easy 

to combine with various colours. Snöhetta is a long-term investment, 

that stands the test of time and goes with a variety of style trends. 

That’s why it’s also one of our most popular tones. 



SKY WHITE

SKY WHITE has a light and transparent tone. It resembles planed oak with a touch of white. The general appearance 

of Sky White is unembellished and Scandinavian, and it’s particularly well suited for streamlined Nordic interior 

decoration styles.

Wood species: Oak

Grades: Select, Classic, Vintage

Treatment: Sanded, Brushed

Surface treatment: Wax oiled (only sanded), Matte Lacquered

Only a small part of the floor is shown in the pictures. Note that wood is a natural material, due to which the tones and grain patterns always 
vary naturally. Due to printing technical reasons, the printed image does not fully correspond to the actual colour of the product.



Wood species: Oak, Larch

Grades: Select, Classic, Vintage, Natural

Treatments: Sanded (Oak), Brushed

Surface treatments: Wax oiled (Oak and Larch), Matte lacquered (Oak)

NORDIC NORDIC has the same light and harmonic tone as a freshly planed oak 

plank. It goes together well with all kinds of interior decoration styles and it’s 

easy to combine with various colours. Nordic is a long-term investment that 

stands the test of time very well and goes with a variety of interior styles.

Only a small part of the floor is shown in the pictures. Note that wood is a natural material, due to which the tones and grain patterns always 
vary naturally. Due to printing technical reasons, the printed image does not fully correspond to the actual colour of the product. Larch NORDIC – brushed, wax oiled

Oak NORDIC – brushed, wax oiled



Wood Species: Oak, Ash, Larch

Grades: Select, Classic, Vintage, Olive, Natural 

Treatments: Sanded, Brushed 

Surface treatment: Wax oiled
Only a small part of the floor is shown in the pictures. Note that wood is a natural material, due to 
which the tones and grain patterns always vary naturally. Due to printing technical reasons, the printed 
image does not fully correspond to the actual colour of the product.

WAX OILED

Wax oil is a clear surface treatment that accentuates the wood’s na-

tural look and tone beautifully. It’s an excellent choice for those who 

appreciate durability and timeless classic flooring. The UV-hardened 

wax oil provides a surface that is easy to keep clean, and it’s available 

with a sanded surface for all wood species, as well as with a brushed 

surface for oak and larch.

Ash Select – sanded, wax oiled

Larch – brushed, wax oiled

Oak Classic – brushed, wax oiled



Wood	species:	Oak

Grades:	Select,	Classic,	Vintage 

Treatment:	Sanded,	Brushed

Surface	treatments:	Wax	oiled,	Matte	lacquered

RUKA
RUKA is a brown tone that is slightly lighter than the natural 

tone of oak. Due to its natural look, it is suited for a variety of 

interiors and styles.

Only a small part of the floor is shown in the pictures. Note that wood is a natural material, due to which the tones and grain patterns always 
vary naturally. Due to printing technical reasons, the printed image does not fully correspond to the actual colour of the product.



Wood species: Oak

Grades: Select, Classic, Vintage 

Treatments: Sanded

Surface treatments: Wax oiled, Matte lacquered

SUOMU
SUOMU has an oaken brown tone. The added white colour accentuates the 

wood’s grain pattern and gives the floor a fresher general appearance. It suits 

both traditional and modern interior decoration styles perfectly. Suomu is only 

available as sanded.

Only a small part of the floor is shown in the pictures. Note that wood is a natural material, due to which the tones and grain patterns always 
vary naturally. Due to printing technical reasons, the printed image does not fully correspond to the actual colour of the product.

Oak Vintage SUOMU – sanded, wax oiled



Wood species: Oak

Grades: Select, Classic, Vintage 

Treatment: Brushed

Surface treatment: Wax oiled

FROST
FROST is the perfect choice for decors where a greyish and 

clearly cool tone is desired. The brushing brings the wood’s 

grain pattern to the surface, making it stand out lighter against 

the undertone. 

Only a small part of the floor is shown in the pictures. Note that wood is a natural material, due to which the tones and grain patterns always 
vary naturally. Due to printing technical reasons, the printed image does not fully correspond to the actual colour of the product.



Wood species: Oak

Grades: Select, Classic, Vintage 

Treatment: Brushed

Surface treatment: Wax oiled, Matte lacquered

HUSKY is a grey matte tone inspired by fells and cool glaciers. The brushing 

accentuates the grain pattern, and slight colour variation between the floorboards 

is allowed. Husky creates a beautiful background for a light-coloured and stream-

lined decor, but it also helps to give an opulent interior a more harmonic look.

HUSKY

Only a small part of the floor is shown in the pictures. Note that wood is a natural material, due to which the tones and grain patterns always 
vary naturally. Due to printing technical reasons, the printed image does not fully correspond to the actual colour of the product.



Wood species: Oak

Grades: Select, Classic, Vintage 

Treatment: Brushed

Surface treatments: Wax oiled, Matte lacquered

GREY GREY is a greyish transparent tone that doesn’t hide the oak’s natural tone, but 

allows some of it show through. Grey can be used with almost any colour scheme 

and decor, and it’s a long-term investment that pleases the eye for a long time. 

That’s why it is also one of our most popular tones. Available for oak as both wax 

oiled and matte lacquered.

Oak Classic GREY – brushed, matte lacquered

Only a small part of the floor is shown in the pictures. Note that wood is a natural material, due to which the tones and grain patterns always 
vary naturally. Due to printing technical reasons, the printed image does not fully correspond to the actual colour of the product.

Oak Herringbone GREY – brushed, wax oiled



LYNGEN

LYNGEN is a greyish tone rich in nuances, and its slightly opaque 

surface gives it a harmonic and calm look. Lyngen was originally deve-

loped for Norway, where it is one of the most popular Timberwise tones.

Wood species: Oak

Grades: Select, Classic, Vintage 

Treatment: Brushed

Surface treatment: Wax oiled
Only a small part of the floor is shown in the pictures. Note that wood is a natural material, due to which the tones and grain patterns 
always vary naturally. Due to printing technical reasons, the printed image does not fully correspond to the actual colour of the product.



MOONSTONE

MOONSTONE has a light transparent grey tone that boldly allows the 

oak’s own natural tone to show through. The tone reminds of the col-

ours of lichen-covered fells and Nordic nature, which are particularly 

accentuated in the distinctive Vintage grade. Available for oak as wax 

oiled and matte lacquered.

Oak Classic MOONSTONE – sanded, wax oiled Wood species: Oak

Grades: Select, Classic, Vintage 

Treatment: Sanded, Brushed

Surface treatments: Wax oiled, Matte lacquered

Oak Vintage MOONSTONE – sanded, wax oiled

Only a small part of the floor is shown in the pictures. Note that wood is a natural material, due to which the tones and grain patterns always 
vary naturally. Due to printing technical reasons, the printed image does not fully correspond to the actual colour of the product.



Wood species: Oak

Grades: Select, Classic, Vintage 

Treatment: Brushed

Surface treatments: Wax oiled, Matte lacquered

SILVER
SILVER is a dual-toned product with a light grey undertone. Due 

to the tinting and brushing, the wood’s grain pattern stands out 

as white. Silver is a unique, attractive and versatile flooring choice 

with a lot of character. Only available as brushed.

Only a small part of the floor is shown in the pictures. Note that wood is a natural material, due to which the tones and grain patterns 
always vary naturally. Due to printing technical reasons, the printed image does not fully correspond to the actual colour of the product.



Wood species: Oak

Grades: Select, Classic,, Vintage 

Treatment: Sanded, Brushed

Surface treatments: Wax oiled, Matte lacquered

LEVI LEVI has a grey tone. It is suggestive of the northern kelo wood logs 

and is a beautiful floor choice with plenty of character. Due to the grey 

transparent wax oil, the flooring looks natural despite the tinting. Levi is 

suited for both more traditional and modern decors.

Only a small part of the floor is shown in the pictures. Note that wood is a natural material, due to which the tones and grain patterns 
always vary naturally. Due to printing technical reasons, the printed image does not fully correspond to the actual colour of the product.



Wood species: Oak

Grades: Select, Classic, Vintage 

Treatment: Sanded, Brushed

Surface treatment: Wax oiled, Matte lacquered

YLLÄS YLLÄS is an impressive and beautiful tone. Its dark grey, almost opaque, 

treatment comprehensively accentuates different colours and interior 

decoration styles. The subtle blueish and lilac hues are characteristic to 

Ylläs flooring.

Only a small part of the floor is shown in the pictures. Note that wood is a natural material, due to which the tones and grain patterns always 
vary naturally. Due to printing technical reasons, the printed image does not fully correspond to the actual colour of the product.



Wood species: Larch 

Grade: Select, Natural, Vintage 

Treatment: Brushed Surface 

treatment: Wax oiled

LINEN
LINEN has a beautiful earthy greyish brown tone. Due the neu-

tral tone, it is suited for both traditional and modern decors. The 

brushing and tinting bring out the wood’s grain pattern beautifully 

and enhance its natural exuberance. Available for larch as brushed 

and wax oiled.

Only a small part of the floor is shown in the pictures. Note that wood is a natural material, due to which the tones and grain patterns 
always vary naturally. Due to printing technical reasons, the printed image does not fully correspond to the actual colour of the product.



BOLE

True to its name, BOLE, which means tree trunk, is strong and durable. 

This flooring gets its beautiful hues from Finnish nature. The colours 

of bark, lichen, rock, and frost together create a wonderful harmonic 

combination of grey, brown and white. The brushing of the surface 

accentuates the grain pattern and the matte lacquer gives the flooring 

a fantastic appearance, while making it durable and easy to maintain. 

This tone is playfully called the most dirt and dust-friendly tone.

Wood species: Oak

Grades: Select, Classic, Vintage 

Treatment: Brushed

Surface treatment: Wax Oiled, Matte lacquered
Only a small part of the floor is shown in the pictures. Note that wood is a natural material, due to which the tones and grain patterns always 
vary naturally. Due to printing technical reasons, the printed image does not fully correspond to the actual colour of the product.



PALLAS
PALLAS is a greyish brown tone. It creates a bal-

anced and peaceful atmosphere for the interior, 

while allowing the play of light and shadow on 

the oak’s naturally beautiful surface pattern.

Wood	species:	Oak

Grades:	Select,	Classic,,	Vintage 

Treatment:	Sanded,	Brushed

Surface	treatments:	Wax	oiled,	Matte	lacquered

Only a small part of the floor is shown in the pictures. Note that wood is a natural material, due to which the tones and grain patterns always 
vary naturally. Due to printing technical reasons, the printed image does not fully correspond to the actual colour of the product.



LUOSTO

LUOSTO is a popular light brown tone that resembles the natural sur-

face of aged oak. The brushing brings out the grain pattern beautifully, 

without accentuating it too much.

Wood species: Oak

Grades: Select, Classic, Vintage 

Treatment: Brushed 

Surface treatments: Wax oiled, Matte lacquered
Only a small part of the floor is shown in the pictures. Note that wood is a natural material, due to which the tones and grain patterns always 
vary naturally. Due to printing technical reasons, the printed image does not fully correspond to the actual colour of the product.



Wood species: Oak

Grades: Select, Classic, Vintage 

Treatment: Brushed 

Surface treatments: Wax oiled, Matte lacquered

ANTIQUE ANTIQUE is a warm brown flooring that imitates the tone of oak that 

has aged naturally due to the effect of UV light. The brushing makes 

the wood’s grain pattern stand out as slightly darker than the undertone.

Only a small part of the floor is shown in the pictures. Note that wood is a natural material, due to which the tones and grain patterns always 
vary naturally. Due to printing technical reasons, the printed image does not fully correspond to the actual colour of the product.



COGNAC

COGNAC is one of the first Timberwise tones, and has remained 

popular over the years. Surprisingly, many interior decoration 

colours go with this warm-coloured flooring. Cognac gives any 

room a cosy and intimate feel. 

Wood species: Oak, Larch

Grades: Select, Classic, Vintage, Natural

Treatments: Brushed

Surface treatments: Wax oiled (Oak and Larch), Matte lacquered (Oak)

Only a small part of the floor is shown in the pictures. Note that wood is a natural material, due to which the tones and grain patterns always 
vary naturally. Due to printing technical reasons, the printed image does not fully correspond to the actual colour of the product.



BISCUIT GREY

BISCUIT GREY is an earthy and warm flooring. It is a light brown tone 

with a hint of grey. It is an excellent alternative for those who wish 

to have a brown floor but are not ready for the dark brown tones.

Wood species: Oak

Grades: Select, Classic, Vintage 

Treatment: Brushed 

Surface treatment: Wax oiled, Matte lacquered
Only a small part of the floor is shown in the pictures. Note that wood is a natural material, due to which the tones and grain patterns always 
vary naturally. Due to printing technical reasons, the printed image does not fully correspond to the actual colour of the product.



Wood species: Oak

Grades: Select, Classic, Vintage 

Treatment: Brushed 

Surface treatments: Wax oiled, Matte lacquered

SEACLAM SEACLAM is a nuanced brown flooring with beautiful hues of grey and 

white. The grain pattern, which has been accentuated by brushing and 

tinting it white, gives the flooring a fresher general appearance. Seaclam is 

particularly dirt and dust-friendly.

Only a small part of the floor is shown in the pictures. Note that wood is a natural material, due to which the tones and grain patterns always 
vary naturally. Due to printing technical reasons, the printed image does not fully correspond to the actual colour of the product.



EBEN

EBEN is one of the first Timberwise tones and still quite popular. 

It is a tone that gives any room an impressive and dramatic look. 

The brushing brings out the beautiful grain pattern as slightly 

darker than the undertone. Available for oak as wax oiled, matte 

lacquered, and brushed. Only available for ash and larch as wax 

oiled and brushed.

Wood species: Oak, Ash, Larch

Grades: Select, Classic, Vintage, Olive, Natural 

Treatment: Brushed

Surface treatments: Wax oiled, Matte lacquered

Only a small part of the floor is shown in the pictures. Note that wood is a natural material, due to which the tones and grain patterns 
always vary naturally. Due to printing technical reasons, the printed image does not fully correspond to the actual colour of the product. Oak EBEN – brushed, wax oiled



Wood species: Oak

Grades: Select, Classic, Vintage 

Treatment: Brushed

Surface treatments: Wax oiled, Matte lacquered

CHOCO As the name suggests, CHOCO is a dark, rich and chocolaty tone. 

Due to its dark brown colour, it allows the furniture and decorations 

to stand out beautifully. Therefore, it’s well suited for various interior 

decoration styles.

Only a small part of the floor is shown in the pictures. Note that wood is a natural material, due to which the tones and grain patterns 
always vary naturally. Due to printing technical reasons, the printed image does not fully correspond to the actual colour of the product.



Wood species: Oak

Grades: Select, Classic, Vintage 

Treatment: Brushed 

Surface treatment: Wax oiled, Matte lacquered

WALNUT

WALNUT is a deep, dark and opaque brown, similar to the colour 

of walnut. The brushed surface of this attractive and timeless floor 

accentuates the wood grains beautifully. 

Only a small part of the floor is shown in the pictures. Note that wood is a natural material, due to which the tones and grain patterns 
always vary naturally. Due to printing technical reasons, the printed image does not fully correspond to the actual colour of the product.



BLUEBERRY

BLUEBERRY, with its deep blue colour, is a beautiful, dark and very 

fashionable tone that gives your floor a completely new and unique 

look. Despite the opaque tone, the brushing brings out the wood’s 

natural grain pattern beautifully. 

Wood species: Oak, Larch

Grades: Select, Classic, Vintage, Natural 

Treatment: Brushed 

Surface treatment: Matte lacquered
Only a small part of the floor is shown in the pictures. Note that wood is a natural material, due to which the tones and grain patterns 
always vary naturally. Due to printing technical reasons, the printed image does not fully correspond to the actual colour of the product.

Larch BLUEBERRY – brushed, matte lacquered



Wood	species:	Oak

Grades:	Select,	Classic,	Vintage 

Treatment:	Brushed	

Surface	treatment:	Matte	lacquered

COAL

COAL is the darkest Timberwise tone. The opaque 

coal grey tone is impressive and dramatic. Due to the 

brushing, the wood’s natural grain pattern stands out 

beautifully despite the opaque surface. 

Only a small part of the floor is shown in the pictures. Note that wood is a natural material, due to which the tones and grain patterns 
always vary naturally. Due to printing technical reasons, the printed image does not fully correspond to the actual colour of the product.



CUSTOM MADE

In CUSTOM MADE products, only your imagination is the limit! The tones 

Eucalyptus and Burgundy designed by interior stylist Susanna Vento, the 

bright tones Sunshine Yellow and Sky Blue, and the pastels Old Rose 

and Baby Blue are just a few examples among many. These tones can 

be tailored completely to match the needs, wishes or brand – for both 

companies and private individuals. If you cannot find a suitable tone 

from our wide colour selection, the Custom Made products are for you.



DESIGN WOODEN 
FLOORS
Timberwise Design wooden floors bring the traditional Finnish 

emission-free mosaic wooden floors to your home as larger, more 

impressive and easy to install. Our design selection can be installed 

in the traditional herringbone, tile, and basket weave patterns. The 

products designed by top designer Harri Koskinen break traditional 

boundaries and take parquet designs to a whole new level. The sizes 

of the design parquet boards are mainly multiples of themselves, so 

they can be installed in many versatile ways. This also enables our 

single plank wooden floors to be combined with patterned floors.

Wood species: Oak, Ash, Larch

Grades: Select, Classic, Natural, Design Grade

Oak Design Wooden   Floor by Harri Koskinen – Viisto

Only a small part of the floor is shown in the pictures. Note that wood is a natural material, due to which the tones and grain patterns 
always vary naturally. Due to printing technical reasons, the printed image does not fully correspond to the actual colour of the product.



Wood species: Oak, Ash, Larch

Grades: Design grade

Oak Design Wooden Floor by Harri Koskinen – Hexagon

Oak Design Wooden Floor - Argyle

Oak Design Wooden Floor by Harri Koskinen – Kolmio



Wood species: Oak, Ash, Larch

Grades: Select, Classic, Vintage, Olive, Natural

CHEVRON

Chevron flooring, sometimes called French Herringbone is supplied 

pre-cut at a 45 degree angle for both left and right components, and 

tongue and grooved on the long side of the boards to create a 'V' shape 

pattern. Herringbone pieces are cut in rectangles, where as chevron 

pieces are cut at an angle.



HERRINGBONE

In the installation method of the Herringbone floor the rectangular wooden floor boards are placed in a so 

called zigzag pattern. The use of wider and longer boards than the traditional Herringbone boards makes 

the result particularly impressive and gives the Herringbone floor completely new outlook. Herringbone 

boards are mainly equally divisible from the width and length. Combining the herringbone boards  with 

our standard plank products, you have almost unlimited combinations of different patterns, shades and 

atmospheres!

Wood species: Oak, Ash, Larch

Grades: Select, Classic, Vintage, Olive, Natural



Oak Design Wooden Floor Double Herringbone

Oak Design Wooden Floor Basket Weave Oak Design Wooden Floor Tile Pattern

Wood species: Oak, Ash, Larch 

Grades: Select, Classic,  

Vintage, Olive, Natural

Only a small part of the floor is shown in the pictures. Note that wood is a natural material, due to which the tones and grain patterns 
always vary naturally. Due to printing technical reasons, the printed image does not fully correspond to the actual colour of the product.



TWO FIXING SYSTEMS 
– EASE AND DURABILITY

Timberwise	wooden	floors	are	available	in	two	fixing	systems:	with	WiseLoc	locking,	and	with	a	traditional	
tongue	and	groove	structure.

WISELOC SAVES 
TIME AND MONEY

The WiseLoc system is easy to install. The end joint is 
pressed down, and, thanks to a spring, it will be automat-
ically fixed in. There is no need to install the flooring in 
rows, as it can also be installed one board at a time. This 
way the flooring can even be installed by one person – 
which makes the installation quick and brings savings in 
installation costs.

TONGUE	AND	GROOVE – 
TRADITIONAL AND DURABLE

The traditional tongue and groove is an excellent choice 
for example for holiday houses, where the indoor tem-
perature and air humidity fluctuate more than in a home.

A STABLE STRUCTURE THAT LASTS FROM 
ONE GENERATION TO THE NEXT

FINNISH BIRCH

The cross-glued 3-layer structure significantly 
reduces the hygroscopic changes in the wood-
en floor board. Hence, it’s  less prone to react to 
fluctuations in air humidity and temperature, in 
comparison with solid or 2-layer wooden floors. 
Possible hygroscopic changes take place in-
side the structure, so unlike solid floors, the 
3-layer wooden floor rarely cracks.

Plywood-structured products are normally 
considered 2-layer structures, but unlike the 
Timberwise products, they do not have a coun-
terbalance veneer. A counterbalance veneer 
adds a third layer to the product, enabling a 
floating installation that keeps the product 
stable.

As a pioneer in wood processing, Timberwise 
uses a 9-millimetre-thick Finnish hardwood 
birch plywood panel as the middle layer struc-
ture, as it is considerably more durable and sta-
ble than the generally used softwood plywood. 

The hygroscopic changes of the frame are re-
duced due to the lack of the so-called mirror-
ing effect in the birch plywood cross structure. 
The surface of the floor remains even and no 
wave effect occurs, which makes the prod-
uct suitable for challenging conditions, like in 
Scandinavia, Southern Europe and the Middle 
East where temperatures and humidity vary 
according to the season. The mechanical du-
rability of the floor also improves: the floor is 
more sturdy and durable.

Timberwise’s	unique	birch	plywood	3-layer	structure	makes	your	floor	significantly	sturdier,	
more	even	–	and	durable.

Due to the WiseLoc system, 
the Timberwise wooden floor is one 
of the easiest to install on the market.

The	detailed	parquet	installation	
instructions	are	available	
on	our	website!

www.timberwiseparquet.com



HOW TO MAINTAIN 
YOUR TIMBERWISE 
FLOOR

• Maintain an appropriate indoor humidity level (RH  

 30–65%) and the recommended temperature 

 (+18– 24°C) during all seasons. In humid seasons  

 (summer), adequate ventilation is required, and in  

 dry seasons (winter), adequate air humidity must be  

 ensured by using a humidifier.

• Prevent dust, sand and gravel from being carried 

 along onto the parquet by placing doormats on 

 both sides of the front door.

• Place a plastic mat under the shoes in the hallway 

 to protect the parquet from water damage.

• Vacuum-clean and mop the floor regularly to 

 prevent dirt from sticking to the floor surface.

• Use only a small amount of water when cleaning 

 – the floor surface must be dry within a minute of 

 mopping.

• Avoid using strong detergents, since they can 

 dissolve the protective wax oil or lacquer layer on 

 the floor.

• Avoid using excess amounts of detergent in order 

 to prevent a dirt-collecting detergent layer from 

 accumulating on the surface of the floor.

• Remove stains immediately.

• To prevent scratch marks on the floor, attach felt 

 pads to the ends of furniture legs, and, in the 

 case of an office chair with wheels, cover the floor 

 underneath it. 

 MORE DETAILED MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTIONS 

 CAN BE READ AT: www.timberwiseparquet.com

EASY AND 
CAREFREE 
MAINTENANCE
The	UV-hardened	Timberwise	wooden	floors	
are	the	easiest	to	maintain	on	the	market.

DURABILITY AND EASE 
OF MAINTENANCE 
YEAR AFTER YEAR

Maintaining Timberwise wooden floors is easy. The lac-

quers and wax oils we use are hardened with UV light 

during the production process, which makes the wood 

significantly more durable and easier to maintain than tra-

ditional oiled floors.



The	T-mouldings,	stair	nosings,	and	skirting	boards	toned	to	match	your	floor	give	your	Timberwise	
parquet	a	stylish	and	elegant	finish.	Our	installation	and	maintenance	accessories	guarantee	
a	beautiful	and	durable	flooring	that	lasts	from	one	generation	to	the	next.

ACCESSORIES

T-MOULDINGS

With the aid of T-mouldings, you can make the joints between dif-

ferent rooms unnoticeable, since they are the same colour as the 

floor itself. T-mouldings can also be used when the flooring mate-

rial changes from parquet to another material. Just as our flooring 

material, T-mouldings can also be toned to match your Timberwise 

wooden floor.

SKIRTING BOARDS 

Solid oak skirting boards are available in three dif-

ferent profiles, and they can be toned to match all 

Timberwise wooden floors. Our in-stock skirting 

boards have been treated to a genuine oak surface. 

Timberwise also keeps a stock of two different pro-

files and seven different colours.

STAIR NOSINGS

Stair nosings are available in three different profiles, and you can order any profile toned to match your Tim-

berwise wooden floor. Stair nosings can be ordered with both a WiseLoc locking and traditional glued tongue 

and groove.



UNDERLAY MATERIAL

The underlay material of a floating parquet flooring 

should not be too thick or made of flexible material: 

the maximum compaction of the underlay material 

must not exceed 25% of the material thickness (2.4 tn/

m2). By ordering the Timberwise underlay material, 

you ensure that your parquet is installed on proper 

underlay material. Our underlay material acts as both 

a moisture barrier and sound insulation material.               

• Material: polyethylene foam with a 100-micron 

moisture barrier

• Thickness: 2 mm

• Width: 1,000 mm, overlapping 200 mm

• Roll size: 15 m2

MAINTENANCE SET

A separate maintenance set can be ordered for wax 

oiled floors. It includes a repair wax oil, clear surface 

wax oil, Wisch Fix detergent, and a maintenance and 

cleaning wax oil in a handy spray bottle. All mainte-

nance products for lacquered floors can are suitable 

for Timberwise lacquered wooden floors.

Maintenance and repair instructions can be found on 

our website: www.timberwiseparquet.com.

Retailers of accessories and flooring materials are listed on our website at https://timberwise.fi/en/retailers/ and the 
information can also be obtained by contacting us at: info@timberwise.fi.



QUALITY IS IN THE DETAILS

Raw	material	always	
from	the	EU	area.Thickness	

14,5	mm.

Due	to	the	WiseLoc system,	the	Timberwise	wooden	floor	
is	one	of	the	easiest	to	install	on	the	market.

Finnish	birch	plywood	as	a	
middle	layer	structure	guarantees	

a	mirroring-free	structure.

Bevels	on	all	sides	highlight	
the	single	plank	appearance.

Well	suited	for	installation	
with	underfloor	heating.

The	cross-glued	3-layer	structure	is	sturdy,	
and	moving	or	warping	almost	never	occurs.

THE BRINELL VALUE INDICATES  
THE HARDNESS OF THE WOOD SPECIES AVAILABLE IN FIRE RATING C(FL) S1-

The	Brinell	value	denotes	the	degree	of	

hardness	of	different	wood	species.	The	

higher	the	Brinell	value	of	the	wood,	the	

better	the	floor	endures	dents	and	wear.	

The	adjacent	table	shows	the	average	

hardness	 values	 of	 the	 wood	 species	

used	in	the	Timberwise	wooden	floors.	

For	instance,	the	Brinell	value	of	ash	is	

3.2–4.7.

On	special	order,	a	fire	rating	treatment,	which	provides	the	higher	fire	rating	C(fl)	often	required	in	public	prem-

ises,	is	available	for	the	standard	14,5	mm	Timberwise	products	with	a	birch	plywood	structure.	The	product	is	

ready	for	use	right	after	installation	without	separate	treatments,	which	saves	time	and	costs	on	site.	Additional	

information	on	fire	rating	treatment	is	provided	at	www.timberwiseparquet.com.

EN ISO 9239-1:2010 standard Ash

Oak

Larch

1 2 3 4 5



DIMENSIONS OF THE TIMBERWISE WOODEN FLOORS

Board widths: 

• Products	150	mm,	185	mm,	230	mm	and	270	mm.
• 230	mm	wide	WiseLoc	boards	has	to	be	glued

from	the	end	tongue
• 270	mm	products	only	available	with	a	traditional

tongue	and	groove

Board thickness:

• Thickness	14.5	mm
• Oak, ash and larch	surface	layer	thickness	3.5	mm
• Available	special	thickness	6.0	mm

Board lengths:

• 2,180	mm	oak	and	ash
• 2,500	mm	larch
• Allowed	lengths	are

2,180,	2,080,	2,000,	and	1,818	mm
• One	package	always	contains	boards	of	identical

lengths	–	no	mixed	lengths

Board bevels: 

• 0.7	mm	micro	bevels	on	the	long	side
• 0.5	mm	at	the	ends
• The	micro	bevels	highlight	the	board’s	single

plank	look	–	they	do	not	collect	dirt	and	are	easy
to	maintain!

Herringbone board, dimensions 

(width	x	length):

• Chevron

• Viisto,	Chevbone,	
Blockchevron

• Kolmio,	Hexagon	(one	piece)

80/110 x 515 mm
80/110/150	x	670	mm

150/185	x	500/700	mm
150	x	346	x	173	x	173	x	173	mm

FOUR DIFFERENT WIDTH OPTIONS

You	can	choose	your	favourite	board	width	from	four	
different	options.	The	board	widths	of	the	Timberwise	
wooden	floors	are	150	mm,	185	mm,	230	mm	and	270	
mm.	These	standard-size	boards	are	available	with	both

a	WiseLoc	system	and	traditional	tongue	and	groove,	
except	for	270	mm	boards,	which	come	with	tongue	and	
groove.

Board widths: 
150 
mm

185 
mm

230 
mm

270 
mm 150 

mm
185 
mm

230 
mm

270 
mm

• 150	x	900	mm
• 185	x	925	mm

Other design floors, dimensions 

(width	x	length):

• 80 x 480/560 mm
• 110	x	550/660 mm 



THE NEW 
FORMS 
OF WOOD
Timberwise TWISE is a tribute to Finnish design 

and wood processing. Its wooden floors, wall 

elements and utility items take a bold break from 

the traditions of wooden floor design and use. 

The project’s first product are the design floors 

Kolmio, Hexagon, Viisto, TXT-wall and TWISE fur-

niture. Finnish wooden floor manufacturer Tim-

berwise is joined by top designers Harri Koskinen, 

Ville Kokkonen and Tapio Anttila to design and 

produce this ground-breaking product range.

www.twise.fi

https://timberwise.fi/twise/



